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Status:

Resolved

Start date:
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Priority:
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Due date:

Assignee:

mkittler

% Done:

0%

Category:

Feature requests

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

Milestone 5

Difficulty:
Description

user story
As a test reviewer I want support for multiple bug references per comment to track multiple bug references per job

acceptance criteria
AC1: The comment poo#1234 poo#5678 yields at least one valid bug reference on the test overview page

further notes
Take a look on
https://openqa.suse.de/tests/overview?build=1510&version=12-SP2&groupid=25&distri=sle&arch=ppc64le&result=failed, the test
result for migration_offline_sle12_ppc shows a bug icon with a text referring to two progress issues but a link to an unrelated test
result, i.e. the parsing did not yield the expected result of at least one bug reference.
I (okurz) see some ways to do it:
1. show one bug icon per bug reference
2. show just the first bug reference and discard others
3. when multiple bug references are shown, just provide a link to the corresponding comment and give a summary instead of a
direct bug link
Related issues:
Has duplicate openQA Project - action #13926: only one bug displayed in overv...

Closed

2016-09-27

History
#1 - 2016-09-13 14:16 - okurz
- Assignee set to mkittler
#2 - 2016-09-28 10:22 - okurz
- Has duplicate action #13926: only one bug displayed in overview even though muliple referenced added
#3 - 2016-10-05 09:52 - mkittler
- Status changed from New to In Progress
Solution 2 has been implemented and it works in production so far.
#4 - 2016-10-18 11:41 - mkittler
This use case of an openQA developer might conflict with this feature if we don't implement it carefully:
https://openqa.suse.de/tests/617231#comments
#5 - 2016-10-18 12:10 - okurz
good point. But I guess it shouldn't harm taking your example that it would show both the bugzilla reference as well as the mentioned progress issue.
#6 - 2017-01-04 11:33 - mkittler
PR: https://github.com/os-autoinst/openQA/pull/1128
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#7 - 2017-01-17 15:57 - okurz
- Category set to Feature requests
#8 - 2017-01-17 16:55 - okurz
- Target version set to Milestone 5
#9 - 2017-01-18 08:55 - mkittler
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
Works in production
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